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Adam Brouillette

Adam Brouillette creates narrative paintings that utilize
cartoon imagery to tell their stories. His work has been
shown and collected extensively in Columbus.

Website: www.adambrouillette.com

Facebook: adam.brouillette.5

Instagram: @adambrouillette
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Annette Simon

Annette Simon earned a BFA in Graphic Design from Ohio
University and worked as a freelance designer for 15 years
before switching to fine art oil painting about 14 years
ago. As of July 1, 2018 she has been invited to exhibit at
Studios on High in the Short North. Annette’s style falls in
the impressionistic realism range as she strives to paint
light. Her work has won several awards as well as being
juried into many galleries, including exhibits at the
Columbus Museum of Art, Springfield Museum of Art and
the Ohio State Fair as well as selection through jury for an
outdoor building mural in Canal Winchester.

Websites: www.aksimonart.com
aksimonart.blogspot.com

Facebook: @A.K.SIMON.ART
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Betty Richards

Betty first started painting when she was 14 years old. She
mainly painted occasionally but started painted daily after
she was released from the hospital after going into
cardiac arrest at the age of 20. She was really inspired by
works from Georgia O’keeffe, Claude Monet, and Vincent
Van Gogh. She took advanced art classes while in high
school and also took oil paintings classes from a few local
artists in her home town of Mount Gilead. Betty believes
that art provides her a way to express herself as well as
create pieces that bring joy, relaxation, and contentment
to others. She mainly works with oil paints but also uses
acrylic and watercolor occasionally as well. Betty would
one day love to see at least one piece of her artwork in a
museum.
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Caitlin Crum

Hello, My Name is Caitlin Crum. I am a self claimed Color
chemist. The painting I make are experiments into color
theory, chemistry and environment.

Website: www.caitlincrum.com

Facebook: @FineArtByCaitlin

Instagram: @missminithing
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Carolyn Heffelfinger

My artwork is my avenue to present to its viewers my
passion for the natural world

Websites: www.cjhartist.com
cjhartist.com/blog

Twitter: @CJHartist
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Chelstin Ross

Chelstin Ross is a contemporary watercolorist inspired by
color patterns found in nature. Her work explores color
relationships, & challenges the traditional application &
properties of watercolor.

Website: chelstinross.com
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Chris Zenger

I have a passion for art, photography, nature and science.
Through construction, deconstruction, light and shadows,
I use plants, flowers and nature as my muse and models.
Each petal, leaf and stem is hand placed and
photographed in a studio setting.

Website: zengerphoto.com

Instagram: @zengerphoto

Facebook: @zengerphoto
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Christine Jones

Growing up in Fairfield County, Ohio my world was
surrounded by farms, fields, and hills. As life has taken me
places near and far, I have come to appreciate this place
called home. My hope is that my landscape paintings
celebrate this place and bring you to it. I work primarily in
acrylics, but also create works in mixed media, watercolor,
and ink pen. In addition to landscapes, my work includes
florals and all manner of nature-inspired themes. For 12
years I occupied studio space at Art Studio 7.5 in Canal
Winchester, Ohio. Now I work out of my home studio. I
continue to conduct painting and crafting classes for
groups at local venues. I am a member of the Canal
Winchester Art Guild. With my art, I am still
experimenting, still learning, and still trying to define my
style, but it is a rewarding journey.

Webstie: ckjonesart.imagekind.com

Facebook: @christinekjonesart
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Colleen O'Shea

Colleen has been photographing since 2009. Her work
features a range of subjects from abstract, to city and
aerial photography. She`s had work featured on a
Hallmark Card and displayed in the Empire State Building
along with work currently hanging in the Hotel LeVeque in
Columbus. Colleen currently works as the photographer
for the Ohio State Highway Patrol.

Facebook: @ceophotoss

Twitter: @CEOPhotos

Instagram: @ceophotoss

Etsy: CEOPhotosShop
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Cynthia Hurt

My name is Cynthia Hurt. I started out as a bird
photographer hobbyist before catching the attention of
some VIPs in the music industry. They convinced me I
could flourish as a photographer and 3 years ago, I quit
the 9 to 5 and started the journey of a lifetime. I hope you
enjoy my photography!

Website: cynthiahurt.zenfolio.com
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David Monteith

David has been working with steel for 13 years. With those
years of experience, and an eye for the beautiful in the
most unlikely of places, David wants to share that beauty
with each work he makes.
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Dennis Rano
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Derrick Hickman

Derrick Hickman has chosen the familiar images of
childhood toys as a vehicle to survey memory, self-doubt,
and societal comparisons. Particularly through the scope
of media, advertising, and merchandising. After all, these
are our introductions to being “sold”. Where we first learn
to weigh ourselves against others, whether it be our
possessions, life style, or happiness. His paintings are
intended to draw the viewer in to the work through the
representation of iconic playthings that cue nostalgia,
whether real or perceived. These images are placed next
to snippets of personal narrative and the promises of
advertising jargon. Derrick Hickman earned his BFA in
Illustration and Advertising from the Columbus College of
Art and Design. Later earning a BFA in Art Education and
Painting from Ohio University.

Website: derrickhickmanarts.com

Instagram: @derrickhickman

Twitter: @derrickmhickman
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Eric Steppling

I have been a ceramicist for over 25 years, and have
exhibited in galleries in San Francisco and Palo Alto. I
have always found joy in forming shapes as you can feel
the past cultures come to life. My vases also have a
modern element through the textures and colors. ; I am a
new resident of German Village and love the free spirited
vibe of the Village.
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Forge Garrabrant

Forge Garrabrant started his career in glass at Pilchuck
Glass School in Washington state and then got his
associate of arts degree at Hocking College in Ohio. He is
now attending the Columbus College of Art and Design,
working towards getting his bachelors in fine art.

Instagram: GarrabrantGlass

Facebook: @GarrabrantForge

Etsy: shop/GarrabrantGlass
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Janet Miller

A transplanted Texan who now calls Northern Kentucky
home, Janet Miller has enjoyed a passion for vintage for as
long as she can remember. It is this love of pieces from
the past and the desire to share their beauty that has led
to Janet’s success as an artist. With diverse antique and
vintage items as her canvases, treasures such as velvet
purses from the 1950’s, WWII era canteen covers and
leggings, vintage binocular/camera cases, and leather
coin purses circa 1940, are transformed into one-of-a-kind
pieces of wearable art through the use of all
antique/vintage materials in her beading, applique, and
collage. Janet has participated in numerous juried art
shows throughout the United States and will, again, be
displaying her work at the St. James Court Art Show in
Louisville, Kentucky, in the fall of 2018.

Website: upcycleduniquesbyjhm.com

Facebook: Upcycled Uniques by jhm
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Jeff Kuhlman

Fine art film photographer. I currently live in Schumacher
Place and work out of my studio there. I travel the east
coast attending arts festivals. I have been shooting since
2001. My primary bodies of work are landscapes,
Americana and street. I am self taught, I process and
develop film, make giclée prints and frame my own work.

Instagram: @jeffkuhlmanphoto
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Jennifer Belt

Like many, I am a self-taught artist that has ventured into
most areas of artwork creation and media, learning and
honing my craft through the exploration of materials and
techniques. Inspired by the textures of nature, I can get
lost in the peaks and valleys of bark on a tree or the
details of naturally occurring rust as it bubbles and splits--
and my work reflects this preoccupation. Textural
composition is most important in my creative process. My
goal is to create a body of work that draws the viewer in,
up close, tempting them to touch.

Website: www.rubyrosestudio.com

Facebook: @rubyrosestudio

Instagram: @rubyrosestudio
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Jennifer Brown

I work in multiple mediums, and ceramics is one of the
constants in my art-making journey. I make hand-built,
slab, and wheel-thrown pieces and fire them outdoors
using a Western-style raku process.

Website:
www.columbusmakesart.com/artist/7034-jenni
fer-jolley-brown

Facebook: jennifer.jolleybrown.7

Instagram: @jenjolleybrown
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Jim Siemer

Jim Siemer is a local Columbus artist who creates
watercolors capturing the beauty and splendor of Ohio.
Recently Jim has been focusing on creating watercolors
of downtown Columbus and its wonderful neighborhoods.
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Joyce Dorn

I began making jewelry about 10 years ago. I think that
jewelry speaks to all of us. I enjoy color and movement in
my work. I am constantly learning about the art and enjoy
the creativity it brings.

Etsy: JewelryDesignsbyJoyD

Instagram: @designsbyjoyd

Facebook: JewelrybyJoyD/
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Judith Steele

Judith Steele works primarily as a relief printmaker but
actively experiments incorporating monoprint and
collagraph plates into her method. Judith finds the
deliberate process of creating a relief plate combined with
the spontaneous results that occur on press during
printing very rewarding. Steele is a core member of the
Phoenix Rising Printmaking Cooperative. A native of Ohio,
Steele has lived in the German Village community since
1987. She earned a BFA with honors from the Columbus
College of Art and Design.

Website:
phoenixrisingprintmaking.org/index.php/judith
-steele
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Julie Lecky

Julie is an Ohio-based photographer. Name it & she`ll
shoot it, in an eco-friendly way of course. Julie has a BA
from the University of Alaska in Advertising &
Photography. She resides in the GV area with her children
& husband.

 Website: jlecky6024.wixsite.com
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Jurate Phillips

Jurate Phillips grew up in Soviet occupied Lithuania. After
graduating from Siauliu Universitetas in Lithuania, where
she was classically trained in painting and design, she
came to the United States in 1997 where she has since
graduated from Columbus College of Art and Design
(2002). She now resides in Columbus, Ohio with her
husband and daughter.

Website: gourmetartstudio.com

Facebook: @gourmetartstudio

Instagram: @gourmetartstudio

Twitter: @juratephillips
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Kelly Zalenski

Kelly Zalenski creates unique hand-sewn appliques by
recycling old t-shirts, pjs and sweaters. Each design is
drawn, cut and hand-sewn onto onesies or t-shirts. While
many of her designs celebrate twins (or siblings) like “milk
& cookies”, “rock & roll”, and “OH & IO”, she hasn’t
forgotten about “all the single babies” and has many
designs for just one. She now has over 125 designs and
still LOVES custom orders for birthdays and other special
occasions. She works out of her studio in Reynoldsburg,
Ohio or where ever her twins take her (one of the reasons
each one is hand-sewn!). Kelly is focused on creating fun,
unique art for kids (while keeping their parent’s taste in
mind) and introducing nostalgic classics with a fresh look
to today’s generation.

Etsy: etsy.com/shop/twinzzshop

Facebook: @twinzzshop

Instagram: @twinzzshop
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Kristi Keller

Kristi Keller`s over-sized floral and landscape paintings
are created using vivid colors and textured brushstrokes
in order to capture the natural beauty of her subjects.

Facebook: @klkellerART
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Lisa Schorr

A Fairfield County native; Lisa always had a need and a
great desire to create art. Like most artists trying new
mediums metal, clay, textiles but always returns to the
paint and brush, the true north to her art spirit. She has
forged a continuing education of art on her own, reading,
researching, and creating art each and everyday.

Website: lisaschorr.blogspot.com
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Mary Kelly

I am a 40 year resident of the German Village area. My
jewelry is influenced by my travels to the Far East and
Europe creating unique and affordable jewelry. My pieces
are crafted with gemstones, crystals and pearls.
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Michael Fehskens

Michael Fehskens is a midwestern artist who studied at
the Columbus College of Art & Design. He writes,
illustrates, and publishes comics & children`s books with a
psychedelic, unique style.

Website: michaelfehskens.com
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Michael Kaiser

Michael Kaiser earned his BFA at the Columbus College of
Art and Design. Watercolor has been a main focus in his
work for twenty years. He served as president of the
Central Ohio Watercolor Society and has exhibited
throughout the midwest. His work is currently being
represented by Sherrie Gallerie in Columbus Ohio.

Facebook: Michael Kaiser

Instagram: @mkaiserart
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Rachel Esposito

Rachel Esposito is a CCAD alumni who studied Illustration
and Art History. Her work is largely watercolor and ink
based inspired by fairytales, mythical themes, macabre
and feminine forms.

Website: rachelmesposito.com

Instagram: @toxicroma

Twitter: @ToxicRoma
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Sandra Packer

Sandra Packer creates colorful paintings using ink, acrylic,
and watercolors. She wants people to react, connect with
and enjoy her work. Sandra currently works in her home
studio in Canal Winchester. She is a member of the
Central Ohio Watercolor Society, Canal Winchester Art
Guild, and co-founder of Studio 7.5.

Facebook: Sandra Packer Art

Instagram: @sandypac
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Sarah McCulley

Sarah McCulley is a photographer based in Columbus,
Ohio. She is currently documenting construction around
the city and spends time each day taking photos of the
progress.

Instagram: @smcculle
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Sharyn Beodeker

Lily and Pine specializes in unique crochet home goods
made by textile and fiber artist, Sharyn Beodeker. A
recent graduate from CCAD's Master of Fine Arts
program, Sharyn is a new business owner looking to build
her brand and expand her artistic network. Originally
from the Pocono Mountains of North East Pennsylvania,
she is largely inspired by the beauty of nature that
surrounds her hometown. Drawing from that, she uses
neutral cotton ropes and yarns with splashes of color to
create unique home goods. From placemats and coasters,
to table runners and dishcloths, no two pieces are exactly
the same. She hopes her pieces bring light, warmth, and a
unique character into your home.
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Thom Glick

Thom Glick is a Columbus-local illustrator. Website: thomglick.com

Instagram: @thomglick
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Trisha Clifford-Sprouse

It is my mission as an artist to promote the arts as an
integral part of our lives. At the very core of my being, I
believe that art is an outward manifestation of our inner
beliefs, thoughts, values, and identity both in the arts that
we surround ourselves with and the arts that we create.
The arts are the components of our lives that remain long
after a person is gone. They are the remembrances of our
story. Our paintings, music, sculptures, and photos tell
about our passions, tragedies, faith, love, and losses.

Website: trishacliffordsprouse.com

Facebook: @artldy813

Instagram: @tcliffordsprouse

Twitter: @artldy
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Erika Hughes & The Well Mannered

An original Americana band, they merge traditional
bluegrass with country, rock and heartfelt songwriting.
Her voice has been said to recall that of Dolly Parton and
Emmylou Harris.

Website:
www.erikahughesandthewellmannered.com

Facebook: @erikahughesandthewellmannered

Twitter: @ErikaHughesNews
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Donna Mogavero

The recipient of numerous awards for performance and
songwriting, Donna has shared the stage with the likes of
Warren Zevon, John Hiatt, Rusted Root and has released
three CDs.

Website: www.donnamogaveromusic.com

Facebook: Donna Mogavero Music
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Honey & Blue

Singer/songwriters Adam Darling and Stephanie Amber
combine Darling’s bluesy sounds with Amber’s sweet and
soulful take on lyrics and harmony.

Website: honeyandblue.com

Facebook: @HoneyandBlue

Twitter: @HoneyandBlue

Instagram: @honeyandblue
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Meredith Eddy

Meredith Eddy is a 17 year-old singer-songwriter from
Columbus, Ohio. She has performed in many different
places around Columbus and is a member of the
Columbus Songwriters Association.
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QUIET STARS

Quiet Stars is the latest music project for Lydia Brownfield
and Jeff Dalrymple, Lydia’s voice is pure and captivating,
while Jeff's fingerpicking guitar perfectly complements
her style.

Website: www.quiet-stars.com

Facebook: @quietstarz
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The Sidewinders

The Sidewinders are Columbus based jazz group that is
dedicated to playing the music of The Hard Bop-Soul Jazz
Movement of the late 1950’s and early 1960’s.

The band features the talents of Colin Lazarski on guitar,
Kevin O’Neill on saxophone, Dave DeWitt on organ and
Louis Tsamous on drums.

They enjoy playing the music of Lee Morgan, Jimmy
Smith, Stanley Turrentine, Hank Mobley, Art Blakey as well
as compositions from many other jazz greats
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Inspiration to Movement

Inspiration to Movement provides high-quality programs
in Pilates, Ballroom Dance, Ballet, Contemporary Dance,
and Therapeutic Massage to people of all ages and skill
levels.

Website: www.inspirationtomovement.com

Facebook: @inspirationtomovement,
@oyodancecomany

Instagram: #oyodancecompany
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Ohio Chalk Art Guild

Jan Solari is a muralist, portrait painter and graphic artist.
You can see her work at www.jansolari.com

Beside pavement art, Darrean Brown works with a variety
of mediums creating portraits, landscapes, photography,
etc….Look for him at m_understoodbrilliance@instagram
and Misunderstood Brilliance@facebook

Sheryl Lazenby is a professional photographer and
graphic artist. Her work can be seen at www.chalkstix.org
and www.smartdogdesign.com

Facebook: @OhioChalkArtGuild

Instagram: @ohiochalkartguild
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OpenheartCreatures

Pilgrim Heidi Kambitsch creates OpenheartCreatures:
specialized body puppets as tools for connection. A
graduate of CCAD, Pilgrim continues learning through
her puppet workshops & performances.

Website: openheartcreatures.wordpress.com

Facebook: @Openheartcreatures,
@Openheartart studios, @Pilgrim Heidi
Kambitsch

Instagram: Openheartcreatures
#openheartcreatures
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The Meowhatten Project

The Meowhatten Project, 4 time winners of the Columbus
Improv Wars helmed by Mark Hale Jr. and Steve Emerson
they bring their own brand of musical whimsical improv
to events and improv shows all over Ohio.

Facebook: @TheMeowhattenProject

Instagram: @mpimprov
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The Mystery of Camp Killapunk

Columbus Ohio Mystery Association (COMA!) A funny
twist on murder mystery booking for the holidays, The
Hound of Westerville, Sock Hop Homicide, Spyballs Death
of A Secret Agent and more! They will perform selections
from their hit summer smash The Mystery of Camp
Killapunk, where Glee meets Saw in this hilarious horror
spoof!

614-842-CLUE
columbusohiomysteryassociation.com




